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What is the most beautiful experiment in 
physics? 

This is the question that Robert Crease 
asked Physics World readers 







HBT Interferometry
 instead of double-slits use two detectors





Ignorance is sometimes a bliss in science:R. Hanbury Brown







Anyons...• Almost 30 years ago researchers proposed a third 
category, "anyons," where a limited number of 
particles could inhabit a single state . No one has 
observed this property directly, but many researchers 
believed that the strange state of electrons observed 
in the 1990s in the so-called fractional quantum Hall 
(FQH) effect qualifies as an anyon.



Bunching-Antibunching of Quantum Particles



expt was done at Tubingen 
Germany, same place where the 

double-slit with electrons was done 
in 1961



HBT applications 

• Particle physics ..   size of heavy nuclie that readiate pions

• Quantum optics ... testing foundation of Quantum physics 

• Condensed matter...expt obervation of e/3 charge  

• Atomic Physics........Somewhat 
unexpectedly, the HBT effect has found 
a new career at the ultracold end of the 
energy scale, where it has turned out to 
be an exquisite tool for physics of 
quantum many body systems.

• (example: structure of heavy nuclie that 
radiate pion ..)









Schools are composed of many fish of the same species moving in more or less harmonious patterns throughout the oceans.  A very prevalent 
behavior, schooling is exhibited by almost 80 percent of the more than 20,000 known fish species during some phase of their life cycle.  Many of 
the world's fishing industries rely on this behavior pattern to increase their catch size, especially for species such as cod, tuna, mackerel, and 
menhaden.



Neural atoms in the periodic table are bosons or fermions

80% of atoms in periodic table are bosons;
Ask if H-atoms are bosons or Fermions

usually when you think of bosons & fermions, you think of photons, electrons,

Macroscopic system of Ultracold atoms
has to be treated quantum mechanically





Jeltes et al, Nature 2007

Bunching with He4 & antibunching with He3



HBT & Many Body 
Quantum Physics



What is measured in cold atom experiments

Cloud is imaged ( single shot image)
pixels of CCD camera act as detectors 

& sample the atoms ( 100,000 detectors instead of two)



(called noise correlations)

Raw image

The atoms, having flown out with the random 
speeds of a thermal distribution, dis- play a 
Gaussian density profile & fluctuations look like 
regular noise



Nature 444, 733-736 (7 December 2006) | doi:10.1038/nature05319; Received 15 August 2006; Accepted 6 
October 2006

Free fermion antibunching in a degenerate atomic Fermi gas 
released from an optical lattice
T. Rom1, Th. Best1, D. van Oosten1, U. Schneider1, S. Fölling1, B. Paredes1 and I. Bloch1

! Noise in a quantum system is fundamentally governed by the statistics and the many-body state of the 
underlying particles The correlated noise observed for bosonic particles (for example, photons or 
bosonic neutral atoms can be explained within a classical field description with fluctuating phases; 
however, the anticorrelations ('antibunching') observed in the detection of fermionic particles have 
no classical analogue. Observations of such fermionic antibunching are scarce and have been 
confined to electrons and neutrons. Here we report the direct observation of antibunching of neutral 
fermionic atoms. By analysing the atomic shot noise in a set of standard absorption images of a gas 
of fermionic 40K atoms released from an optical lattice, we find reduced correlations for distances 
related to the original spacing of the trapped atoms.
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HBT ( noise spectroscopy) 
 Bragg Diffraction that encodes 

quantum statistics & Much More...

studying interacting many body systems

What can we learn from HBT??



• Many body systems: weakly interacting can be 
described approximately by single-particle theory

• Studying strongly interacting quantum systems is 
one of the most challenging problem

• Strongly interacting systems: qunatum phase 
transitions....



Seeing Lattice in Dark!!!!!

Quantum phase transition from conductor to Insulator
Comparing single particle & Noise Correlations

Insulating phase
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Noise Correlations peak at onset to Insulating ( Mott )transition



EPL, 2009: Florian, Ana Maria Rey, Indubala Satija 
and Charles, clark

Magnetic Transition noise correlation

momentum distribution



Studying strongly Interacting Bosons 
Hard Core Bosons





fermions

spin-1/2

HCB

HBT: Compairing HCB, Spin & Fermions in 
a periodic lattice



Do HCB show any 
signature of fermionization



Bunching to 
AntibunchingTransition

momentum distribution

density

Noise correlations

period-2 lattice



What are red & curve for ???,
red may be with trap



Period-4 lattice
Bunching-Antibunching & Missing Peak mystery !!!!

Fermions do not show missing peaks: 
missing peaks only in the interacting case: 

Is it signalling some important effect ????    MAY BE
Recall hisotically: extra peaks led to discovery of electron spin: Missing peak, what information it encodes about strongly 

interacting particle ?? Is there something really important



disordered (Incommensurate) Lattice 
Bunching-Antibunching & missing peaks



Disorderd induced metal-insulator transition

Derivative of noise correlation w.r.t strength of disorder peaks at the transition 
to insulating phase: this derivative diverges in HCB 

FermionHCB



(8) “Phase Transitions, Entanglement and Quantum Noise Interferometry”,
EPL, 2009: Florian Mintert, Ana Maria Rey, Indubala Satija and Charles, clark

In last 4-5 years, studying quantum noise was one of 
my area of research& I have few papers... Let me 

acknowlege my collaborators& found many 
interesting aspects of quantum noise: that is 
quantum noise provides quite an illuminating 

description of many phenomena



Summary

• The story of HBT effect is remarkable in its origin, in its importance and in its 
impact . There is something very revealing, beautiful and inspiring about the 
effect. When we see its applications, we are drawn to its roots :historical 
journey that begins with the work of Dirac, Heisenberg , Pauli and Fermi and 
others...... experimental demonstration of bunching antibunching with photons, 
electrons and then with neural atoms that are bosons or fermions is an 
important milestone......................

• physicists looking for new phenomena, or new exotic states of matters may 
find quantum noise an important asset

• Beyond HBT: It turns out that the distribution of shot noise can provide a wealth 
of knowledge about various quantum correlations of the many body system of  
without a perfect phase. In other words, hidden in noise are all the richness 
and complexities of many body system .  





The quantum interpretation of bunching relies on the constructive 
interference between amplitudes involving two indistinguishable photons, 
and its additive character is intimately linked to the Bose nature of photons. 
By contrast, fermions should reveal an antibunching effect (a tendency to 
avoid each other). Antibunching of fermions is associated with destructive 
two-particle interference, and is related to the Pauli principle forbidding 
more than one identical fermion to occupy the same quantum state.



Information encoded in the Quantum Noise

Interference experiments with cold atoms are of single-shot type and do not represent the 
quantum measurement which requires averaging over many experi- mental runs. A single 
shot image picks a definite phase of the condensate. Therefore, absence of interference 
fringes in the average over many experimental runs does not mean that interference fringes 
are absent in a single shot.

So one may wonder what kind of information is contained in the whole distribution of 
interference patterns from different shot images ?? The complete distribution gives average 
as well as deviation from the average, called the noise .It turns out that the distribution of 
shot noise can provide a wealth of knowledge about various quantum correlations of the 
many body system of BEC without a perfect phase. In other words, hidden in noise are all 
the richness and complexities of many body system .  

Ref: Fundamental noise in matter interferometers”, AdiletImambekov,Vladimir Gritsev and 
Eugene Demler,  2007



Effect of Disorder
Comparing Boson & Fermion Noise Correlations

in Anderson localized phase

HCB

Fermions

red (finite disorder), Blue ( Analytic results for large disorder 



Large Disorder

[s=0 (hard core bosons), s=1(fermions)]



Scaling

Extended Phase

n(0) ≈ N 1/2

∆00 ≈ N

Critical Point

n(0) ≈ N 1/4

∆00 ≈ N 1/2

Localized Phase

n(0) ≈ N 0

∆00 ≈ N 0

1



Fermionization of HCB: Peak-Dip transition























In 1949, Robert Hanbury Brown undertook a challenging task of measuring the sizes 
of the radio wave sources that were discovered right after the development of the 

radar technology. It was realized that the standard amplitude interferometrycould not 
be used as the two antennas whose signals were to be 

added have to be thousands of kilometers apart.






